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The vibrational-loss (phonon) features measured by monochromated electron energy-loss spectroscopy 
of ionic or partially ionic materials are dominated by dipole scattering and characterized by a narrow 
Lorentzian angular distribution of scattered intensity. The same features are therefore visible in infrared-
absorption spectra and are fully characterized in terms of a wavelength-dependent complex permittivity. 
 
For the case of a parallel-slab specimen, Kröger [1] provided analytical expressions for the energy-loss 
probability, which are easily evaluated given dielectric data in the UV, visible or IR regions [2]. Results 
for MgO and SiO2 are given in Fig. 1, for specimen thicknesses t between 100 nm and 2500 nm. Peaks 
in the energy-differential probability dP/dΕ corresponding to a bulk excitation (B) scale in rough 
proportion to t, but more rapidly for thin specimens due to the begrenzungs effect [3]. Surface-mode 
excitations (S) show a sub-linear t-dependence, arising from strong coupling between the two surfaces. 
Plots of d2P/dΕdt display an opposite behavior. Surface and bulk modes can also be distinguished on the 
basis of their different angular dependence of scattering, and from their peak energies, which increase 
with specimen thickness in the case of surface modes. 
 
We have used a Nion HERMES monochromated STEM to measure the vibrational-peak intensities in 
several materials, at an incident energy of 60 keV and with an energy resolution of 8 – 16 meV (Fig. 2).  
Local thickness t was estimated by recording the low-loss region and using the log-ratio method and the 
Kramers-Kronig sum rule [3]. The graph in Fig. 2 shows the probability PLO = ILO/I0 for a hexagonal-BN 
specimen, I0 being the integrated zero-loss intensity and ILO the combined intensity of surface and bulk 
longitudinal-optical peaks (above background) in the energy range 0.15 – 0.20 eV. Elastic scattering was 
excluded by a 10mrad spectrometer-entrance aperture.  
 
As a sum of bulk and surface peaks, PLO is seen consist of two components. One of them is proportional 
to thickness and arises from the first “bulk” term in the Kröger formula. The second component derives 
from three surface-dependent terms and is apparently independent of thickness in the close-coupling 
situation (t << λLO) that exists for thin TEM specimens. Because of the begrenzungs effect, this simple 
thickness scaling is not expected if intensities of the individual bulk and surface peaks are measured. 
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Figure 1. Predicted vibEELS spectra of MgO (on left) and SiO2 (on right) for film thicknesses between 
100 nm (purple) and 1000 nm (blue). Peaks are labeled as surface (S) or bulk (B). 
 

    
Figure 2. Left: longitudinal-optical (LO) vibrational energy-loss peaks recorded (using 60keV electrons) 
from regions of boron nitride of different thickness (t/λi between 0.25 and 1.1). The surface-mode peak 
occurs just above 0.18 eV and the bulk peak at about 0.20 eV.  
Right: Probability of LO excitation in h-BN (integrated over the energy range 0.16 – 0.21 eV) plotted 
against relative thickness: t/λi with λi = 74 nm the total-inelastic mean free path. The measured slope is 
equal to λLO/λi = 1/500, giving a volume mean free path λLO = 37 µm. The intercept represents a 
thickness-independent probability: Ps = 0.002. 
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